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Inflatable wings are examined for use in high altitude long endurance (HALE) aircraft.
Due to the unique requirements for HALE flight such as high aspect ratio and and uncon-
ventional airfoil profiles due to the low density and high aerodynamic efficiency, this places
significant constraints on inflatable wing designs for use in such vehicles. Since inflatable
wings achieve their structural stiffness from inflation pressure, the high bending loads expe-
rienced at the root of high aspect ratio wings must be supported by either extremely high
inflation pressures, mechanical means, or some combination thereof. Different inflatable
designs result in different load carrying capabilities that are matched with the aerodynamic
loads encountered by extremely high aspect ratio vehicles. This paper discusses the de-
sign considerations and requirements of inflatable wings under such restrictions for use in
HALE applications.

I. Introduction

Certain aircraft designs benefit from wings that store in small volumes. The question of when to use
inflatable wings is purely determined by the mission requirements – if low volume storage of the wings is
dictated (and any number of scenarios where this may be beneficial can be imagined), then inflatable wings
are a valid design option. The competing design is to mechanically unfold the wings. This concept has
been well developed over the years, so one may ask why inflatable wings should be (re)examined. Whereas
folding wings are typically volume limited, inflatable wings are characteristically mass limited. Thus, the
use of inflatable wings over folding wings can be examined in the vehicle design trade study depending on
whether one desires to minimize mass or minimize volume. Reasons for using inflatable wings on a high
altitude vehicles are limited but genuine. An example scenario includes the recent Rapid Eye RFP released
by DARPA that requests development of a vehicle that can fold into a ballistic missile payload capsule to be
deployed at high altitude anywhere in the world in under an hour, with long vehicle flight time (7-15 hours)
at high enough altitudes to avoid surface-to-air missiles (55,000 ft +).1 Other uses include balloon-assisted
deployment of scientific payloads2 and extraterrestrial aircraft.3–6

This paper investigates design considerations and requirements for the use of inflatable wings in high altitude
long endurance (HALE or alternatively HAE) aircraft applications. Specifically, we examine the engineering
limits of inflatable structures for use in high aspect ratio wings using the current state-of-the-art in inflatable
wing design.
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